
Space In Miniature

Apollo 11 Lunar Approach  
Dragon, 1/72 

I built this kit as a late tribute to the Apollo 11 50th anniversary in 
2019. I had both the Apollo 11 “Lunar Approach” and Apollo 17 
versions and decided to do Apollo 11. The Apollo 17 will be saved 
for later as a landed diorama as it has a nice little rover, but 
otherwise they are pretty much the same kit. Note that the Apollo 11 
kit comes with parts for the legs in an unfolded, landing 
configuration, so you could model an LM on the lunar surface. 

This kit has a number of well-known problems, but it also features 
very nicely molded details and the parts fit together well. It is very 
unfortunate that it has so many inaccuracies. Here is a list of 
issues: 
• The Descent Stage of the Lunar Module (LM) is too short by a 

couple of millimeters. Figure 1 shows the Dragon kit compared to 
the Airfix kit. 

Fig. 1. The Dragon and Airfix Descent Stages compared.

• The folded landing cross braces glue directly to underside of the 
Descent Stage using non-existent attach points. 

• The fold of the cross pieces has a wide flat feature at the hinge 
which is non-existent. 

• The attach point between the leg cross braces to the main leg 
has a huge block of some sort which is not anywhere close to 
accurate. See Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. The cross braces have an over-sized attach point.

• The tiny lock roller truss parts are all wrong for folded legs so I 
left them off.  

• The surface contact probes are included but have the wrong 
shape for the stowed configuration. They are too thick but are the 
correct length and shape for deployed legs but need to be 
modified for stowed legs. The instructions show them as not 
used, but they should be there, only stowed. So I made new ones 
from 0.8 mm brass rod covered in foil.  

• The contact probes have tabs that determine how they attach to 
the bottom of the landing pads. These tabs are designed 
backwards. If you attach the probes with legs deployed, they are 
backwards. 

• The descent engine has this weird rectangular block (where it 
attaches to the sprue) which needs to be sawed off, Figure 3. Not 
sure why it is even there as it does not fit into the Descent Stage. 

Fig. 3. I removed this chunk at the engine attach point.

• There is a part B23 on the sprue but is not shown on the diagram 
of the parts tree nor mentioned in the instructions. It shows up on 
the Apollo 17 kit diagram but is not called out in the instructions. 

• The placement instructions for the decals, of which there are 
many, are on the bottom of the box. Since I was using the box to 
hold the parts and subassemblies, I did not spot that until the kit 
was nearly completed. I was able to make a cross reference from 
SIM 6. This (surprisingly) showed that the kit decals included all 
the markings that were indicated in the SIM 6 illustrations. 

Solutions 

• I added lengths of styrene strip at the top of the descent stage to 
correct the height, Figure 4. Then I attached the thruster shields 
and filled all the gaps with Acryl Blue putty. 

• The legs now needed to be longer so I replaced the primary leg 
struts with 3/32 styrene rod. I applied foil, using actual Kapton 
tape for details, before attaching them to the model, Figure 5. 

• Since I increased the descent stage height, the outrigger struts kit 
parts were too short. Those were replaced with 1/16th inch 
styrene rod (0.062”). The top outrigger truss elements are molded 
with the descent stage upper deck, so I left those as is. 

• Small rectangular tabs of styrene were glued to the bottom of the 
descent stage where the deployment (crossed beams) truss 
hinges down. The corrected folded legs will be tacked on here 
instead of the original kit design approach. I did not attempt to 
accurately replicate the leg lock-down features. 
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Fig. 4. The Descent Stage height was corrected by 
adding a spacer under the top deck.

Fig. 5. The main leg struts were replaced with styrene rods, 
with the ends shaped accordingly.

• I did a lot of rework on the leg fold mechanisms. You potentially 
could completely rebuild these, but I just did some clean up. 

This project was intended to be as simple as possible, so I had no 
plans to add every missing detail nor fix every error. Here are some 
additional issues which I considered less serious. 

• The Descent Stage is molded with simulated wrinkled foil 
surfaces. This is really not too bad as it allows you to paint it with 
metallic colors. If you chose to use colored foil, it’s not an issue. I 
chose to use foil except for the black areas. 

• The RCS plume deflectors are rather thick but with my intent to 
keep things simple, I just used the kit parts. 

• The windows in the Ascent Stage are molded solid. Some folks 
cut them open but I just used the (black) kit decals. I found it odd 
that both decals have the docking alignment markings so I 
painted over the right hand window pattern as it was only on the 
left side. 

• There is no EVA handrail provided on the front of the Ascent 
Stage. I decided not to add one. 

• Both engine bells (CM and LM Ascent stage) have rings or ribs 
on the inside surface, which should be smooth. I left them as is. 

Ascent Stage 

The LM Ascent Stage went together pretty well, with good parts fit. 
After fixing the major construction problems, I gave it a coat of 
Tamiya gray primer. Then I used a mix of Model Master enamel 
Chrome Silver, Pale green, and Aircraft Gray on the “chromic acid 

anodized” (green/gray) panels. I used bare foil and black painted 
foil for the rest, as well as some colored foil in a few areas. 

There were some serious inaccuracies and issues with the 
instructions for this subassembly.  
• Parts D1 and D2 (forward thruster mounts) locations are 

backwards on the instruction sheet. Fortunately, the attachment 
tabs are different sizes so you can’t install them wrong. Their 
shape is also very inaccurate. The kit part has the aspect ratio 
(width vs height) rotated 90 degrees. The kit part has a horizontal 
aspect angle when it really should be vertical. 

• The roll thrusters on parts D1, D2, D3, and D4 are at the wrong 
angle. They have the thrusters pointed at 45-degree angles but 
should be aligned on the major left-right, forward-aft directions. I 
painted all these first on the sprues, then cut them off and 
attached them in the correct orientation. 

• I removed the scimitar antenna on the front of the ascent stage 
near the rendezvous beacon as this feature does not exist. 

Service Module 

The kit uses internal rings to hold the multiple cylindrical sections of 
the SM together. They can easily be installed upside down, and the 
instructions don’t indicate which side is up. This can result in 
incorrect parts installation. 

The instructions are a mess. Part C5 is the upper deck of the SM. It 
has three pins that would appear to connect to three holes in the 
top ring, Figure 6. If you do that, the holes for the CM brackets 
(parts B11) will be on the bottom. The instructions tell you to install 
the CM attach brackets (parts B11) but assuming you glue the CM 
to the SM you won’t see those parts at all. Since I was gluing the 
SM to the CM I did not install parts B11. In fact, you could do 
without part C5 as well. Another issue with part C5 is the center 
tube that connects to the pin on the bottom of the CM, Figure 7. But 
if you install the B11 parts, that will be on the wrong side. Again, the 
instructions are not consistent with what are apparently major errors 
in the kit design. 

Fig. 6. The part at left (C5) should have this face up to 
accommodate the CM brackets (parts B11) but then the 
three outer pins will be on the wrong side.
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Fig. 7. The pin on part C5 (right) is on the wrong side to 

attach to the bottom of the Service Module.

The bottom of the SM, part C10, has locating tabs but they are not 
keyed, so it would be easy to glue it on with the wrong orientation. I 
used the drawings in SIM 6 to verify the correct orientation. When 
you attach part C10 it butts against the cylindrical assembly of the 
SM parts, leaving a slightly smaller diameter “ring” around the entire 
module. Looking at several flight vehicle photos, there seems to be 
a real seam or joint here, so while the smaller diameter is wrong, I 
decided not to try to improve the fit here. 

The S-band high gain antenna has nice photo-etched (PE) mesh 
dishes, and a two-part truss that holds them. But the parts don’t 
match the instructions. There are feed horns built into the truss but 
also tiny separate parts (C7, C9) for those feeds, Figure 8. There 
are two types of PE dishes and the center hole matches the 
handedness of the base of the feed horns. The result is a delicate 
assembly, and the extra parts (C7, C9) are not needed. 
 

Fig. 8. The separate parts for the feed horns (parts C7 and 
C9 still on the sprue) are not needed.

Command Module 

The kit provides a decent representation of the Apollo CM. I used 
BareMetal Foil chrome foil to cover the entire CM. My foil was 
rather old with poor adhesion, so I used Micro Metal Foil Adhesive 
to secure this material. At this small scale I did not worry about 
replicating the foil as narrow strips. You just don’t see that on real 
vehicles except in very close-up photos. 

I used 35mm film (remember film?) for the small windows, which 
result in a glossy black pane. The center window on the crew hatch 
is only mildly hinted at with a lightly molded panel line. There should 
be more raised detail, so I used a thin sheet of styrene and cut 

some features to represent the window. Here I painted the window 
with gloss black and a coat of Future since the film trick would not 
work as well without a better-defined rim.  

The kit comes with parts for a docking probe but since I was 
displaying it docked, those parts were not used. The sextant optics 
port is missing, and I did not bother fixing that.  

Painting 

The Service Module was primed with Tamiya rattle-can white, which 
was later masked for the radiator panels. I attempted to use Mission 
Model 003 Aluminum, but (using only a bit of their thinner and 
additive) it did not cover the white. It was like it had no pigment, 
despite vigorous shaking with metal beads in the bottle. So I added 
a coat of Vallejo ModelAir aluminum. 

When I took off the masking (on the radiator panels) there was a lot 
of touch up needed. Most of this was due to using Tamiya Masking 
Tape for Curves on the narrow radiator bands on the aft end of the 
CM. I had some 2 mm tape of this type which was just the right 
width, rather than the standard Tamiya tan masking tape. 
Unfortunately, the Tape for Curve stretches, so it relaxed by the 
time I got the paint on, resulting in aluminum paint at the ends of 
those bands. Also, the curve tape is thicker, so it did not conform 
well to the ridges and that resulted in problems along the edges. 

After cleaning that up with a damp toothpick, the moisture removed 
some of the aluminum paint in areas where it should have stayed. 
Perhaps the Vallejo did not adhere well to the Mission Models thin 
base coat. More touch ups were needed, generally by hand. The 
final result was not perfect, but good enough.  

When I was gluing the CM to the SM at the end of the assembly 
process, I noticed that somehow I got the SM -Z and +Z ends 
swapped. This resulted in the white panel in the wrong place. The 
fact that the +Z side had a panel line at the edge of the white area, 
and I had to generate my own should have been a hint. I’m not sure 
how I missed that. 

The RCS nozzles were hand-painted Vallejo ModelAir Chrome. 
Once dry, a thin layer of Vallejo Gold added a bit of color. The main 
engine nozzle was painted with Mission Models Dark Aluminum and 
Vallejo Gun Metal for the darker shade. 

Final Assembly 

There is nothing but a butt joint between the Ascent and Descent 
stages of the LM. There are no tabs or locating pins of any sort. 
Another kit review mentioned a flimsy connecting tab at the Ascent 
Stage engine but there was no such feature on my kit nor in the 
instructions. When I connected those stages, the RCS plume 
deflectors got in the way which made for a weak joint. I had to add 
some shims between the stages to generate enough surface area 
to get a good glue joint. 

The CSM has a specific orientation (clocking) relative to the LM but 
this is not clearly noted in the instructions. The connecting post 
from the CM lacks a positive clocking feature as it is inserted into 
the LM so it is easy to get it wrong. 
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I had several problems with the included stand. First, the 
instructions do not match the parts. The base has a metal support 
that slides into a button that attaches to the underside of the CSM. 
The hole for that button had to be drilled out although there was a 
hole started on the inside of the part. When I slid the completed 
model onto that stand, the weight of the model tipped the entire 
thing over. So I had to add some weights to the base. Next, the 
button broke off the stud that fits into the CSM. I think the slip-fit of 
the metal tab under that button was too snug and the weight and 
small diameter of the button attachment was too thin to support the 
model. So I found a screw that would serve the same purpose as 
the button and that worked well enough. 

Summary 

Overall this is a nice kit, despite its flaws. The problems can be 
corrected with a bit of work or are minor enough to be ignored. 
These fiddly issues are fixable by modelers interested in complete 
accuracy who wish to spend more time on this kit. Once complete, 
it makes a reasonable representation of an Apollo mission in 1/72nd 
scale. 
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Fig. 9 & 10. The completed Apollo 11 “Lunar Approach” model.


